
BRUSSELS: The State of Kuwait and the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
took another significant step to strengthen
their cooperation following the official
opening of Kuwait’s mission inside NATO
headquarters in Brussels on Monday. The
mission was inaugurated by Kuwait’s
Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah
and NATO’s Assistant Secretary General
for Political Affairs and Security Policy,
Ambassador Alejandro Alvargonzalez.

“This mission in NATO will contribute
to strengthening the relationship between
the State of Kuwait and NATO and we
are keen in Kuwait to strengthen this
relationship,” Jarallah said after the open-
ing ceremony. He noted that the Kuwaiti
mission will be headed by Ambassador
Jassim Al-Budiawi, Ambassador of Kuwait
to the Kingdom of Belgium and the
European Union.

Regional center
Jarallah pointed out that NATO has a

regional center in Kuwait which was
financed by Kuwait and is considered to be
the best center of the 29-member NATO
alliance outside its headquarters in
Brussels. “We have strong relationships and
cooperation with NATO in terms of train-
ing, studies, research and political dia-
logue,” he stressed.

Jarallah said that Kuwait was the first

member of the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) to join NATO’s Istanbul Cooperation
Initiative (ICI) which was launched in 2004
to boost cooperation with Arab Gulf coun-
tries. He also recalled the vital role played
by NATO when Kuwait was invaded and
occupied by Iraq and also in the process of
liberating the State of Kuwait. “We have
been keen to strengthen and deepen the
cooperation with NATO. We also feel that
the NATO side is also interested in the role

of the State of Kuwait in the region and
globally,” he said.

Jarallah praised the initiatives of His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah aimed at calming the sit-
uation in the region and in his humanitarian
role in the region and around the world.
“We look forward to broader cooperation
and look forward to constant visits to our

NATO allies and friends. We wish success
to this cooperation between Kuwait and
NATO,” he added.

Splendid behavior
Meanwhile, Alvargonzalez said that “this

is one more step that we have taken lately
that coincides with all the efforts and all the
splendid behavior of Kuwait with NATO for
which we are very happy.” “Kuwait is host-
ing the regional center of NATO and now it

is opening its mission here and this is very
good news for us all. Kuwait is one coun-
try that exports stability and we would
like this to be continued enhancing our
cooperation and we are very happy about
that,” he said.

“Today we are rejoicing the fact that
we can be together planning for the
future,” he added. The Kuwaiti delegation
at the opening ceremony included
Assistant Foreign Minister for Europe
Affairs Waleed Al-Khubaizi and Assistant
Foreign Minister for the Deputy Foreign

Minister’s Office Ambassador Ayham Al-
Omar, and Ambassador Al-Budaiwi. 

Belgian-Kuwaiti talks
In the meantime, Jarallah held bilateral

talks with the Secretary General of the
Belgian foreign ministry Brunu Van Der
Plaijin in Brussels on Monday related with
bilateral relations and the regional situation.

Speaking to the press after the meeting,
Jarallah said they discussed various aspects
of bilateral Belgian-Kuwaiti relations. “We
stressed the importance of cooperation and
the importance of contacts between
Belgium and the state of Kuwait concerning
the bilateral relations,” he said.

“We found that there is much room and

horizon for cooperation in different sec-
tors,” he said, adding that they also
exchanged views on developments in the
region. “We found that Kuwait and Belgium
share common position in general regarding
issues in our region and we conveyed our
appreciation to our Belgian friends about
this,” he added. — KUNA
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BRUSSELS: Kuwaiti Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah and NATO’s Assistant
Secretary General for Political Affairs and Security Policy Ambassador Alejandro Alvargonzlez
cut the cake at the opening ceremony of Kuwait’s office in NATO. — KUNA photos

Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah chairs the Kuwaiti side during talks with Secretary General of the Belgian foreign min-
istry Brunu Van Der Plaijin in Brussels.
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Kuwaiti Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah and NATO’s Assistant Secretary
General for Political Affairs and Security Policy Ambassador Alejandro Alvargonzlez
pose for a picture at Kuwait’s office in NATO.

Kuwait calls for
boosting UN,
regional
organizations’
cooperation
NEW YORK: Kuwait has stressed on the
need for cooperation between the UN and
regional organizations to protect world peace
and security. The remarks were made by First
Secretary in Kuwait’s permanent mission to
the UN Jawaher Ibrahim Al-Duaij Al-Sabah
during a meeting of the UN General
Assembly late Monday. She noted that the
world is facing growing and complicated
challenges especially regional conflicts. She
added that regional organizations have deep
comprehension about the nature of these
conflicts in their areas and can work with the
UN to resolve them. Meanwhile, Sabah called
for further cooperation between the UN, the
Arab League and the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation to end conflict in Palestine,
Syria, Yemen and Libya, as well as ending the
suffering of the Rohingya Muslims. She
hoped that the cooperation would expand to
also cover different fields including develop-

ment, economy, environment, culture and the
humanitarian field. 

Sea of Azov developments
In other news, a Kuwaiti diplomat said

that his country feels apprehensive towards
the worrying developments between Russia
and the Ukraine at the Sea of Azov. Speaking
to a UNSC session on Ukraine on Monday,
acting charge d’affaires at the Kuwaiti per-
manent delegation in the UN headquarters in
New York Bader Al-Menayekh urged both

countries to restrain their actions and de-
escalate the situation in accordance with UN
maritime laws and the Minsk agreements.
The Kuwaiti diplomat reiterated his country’s
respect towards the sovereignty of Ukrainian
lands and regional borders, calling on both
parties of the recent developments to abide
by UNSC resolution 2202 of 2015. Al-
Menayekh said that only dialogue would
resolve the situation in accordance with arti-
cle 33 of the UN charter and tenets of the
Minks agreements. — KUNA

NEW YORK: First Secretary in Kuwait’s permanent mission to the UN Jawaher Ibrahim Al-
Duaij Al-Sabah speaks during a meeting of the UN General Assembly. — KUNA

EU-Kuwait strategic
dialogue kicks off
BRUSSELS: The f irst  ever
Kuwaiti-European Union strategic
dialogue began in Brussels yester-
day afternoon to boost coopera-
tion in security, energy and devel-
opment between the two parties.
The Kuwaiti delegation was led by

Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled
Al-Jarallah and the EU side was
headed by Helga Maria Schmid,
Secretary General of the European
External Action Service (EEAS),
the foreign arm of the 28-member
Union. — KUNA

BRUSSELS: Officials attend the first ever Kuwaiti-European Union strategic
dialogue. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Deputy Chief of the National Guard
Sheikh Meshaal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah dis-
cussed yesterday with the visiting UK’s Senior
Defense Advisor for the Middle East Lieutenant
General Sir John Lorimer and the British Military
Attache Colonel Vinyl Mclean, cooperation between
the Guard and the British Ministry of Defense. The
National Guard said in a statement that Sheikh
Meshaal Al-Ahmad welcomed the British delegation,
conveying greetings from His Highness the Chief of

the National Guard, Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah.
Discussions with the British side tackled cooperation,
preparation of a memo designed to cement the mili-
tary cooperation, namely expertise swap, as part of
objectives outlined in the National Guard’s strategic
charter 2020 (Security First). The document stipulates
boosting cooperation with military establishments in
brotherly and friendly states. The audience was
attended by the diwan director of the National Guard
deputy chief, Major General Jamal Thiab. — KUNA

National Guard Deputy Chief discusses
cooperation with British officials

KUWAIT: Deputy Chief of the National Guard Sheikh Meshaal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with
the visiting UK’s Senior Defense Advisor for the Middle East Lieutenant General Sir John Lorimer and
the British Military Attache Colonel Vinyl Mclean. — KUNA


